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The Food of the Gods
In her study of medieval Chinese lay practices and
beliefs, Valerie Hansen argues that social and
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economic developments underlay religious changes in
the Southern Song. Unfamiliar with the contents of
Buddhist and Daoist texts, the common people hired
the practitioner or prayed to the god they thought
could cure the ill or bring rain. As the economy rapidly
developed, the gods, like the people who worshiped
them, diversified: their realm of influence expanded
as some gods began to deal on the national grain
market and others advised their followers on business
transactions. In order to trace this evolution, the
author draws information from temple inscriptions,
literary notes, the administrative law code, and local
histories. By contrasting differing rates of religious
change in the lowland and highland regions of the
lower Yangzi valley, Hansen suggests that the
commercial and social developments were far less
uniform than previously thought. In 1100, nearly all
people in South China worshiped gods who had been
local residents prior to their deaths. The increasing
mobility of cultivators in the lowland, rice-growing
regions resulted in the adoption of gods from other
places. Cults in the isolated mountain areas showed
considerably less change. Originally published in
1990. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest
print-on-demand technology to again make available
previously out-of-print books from the distinguished
backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions
preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy
Library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books
published by Princeton University Press since its
founding in 1905.
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Deus in Machina:Religion, Technology,
and the Things in Between
Sacred numbers arose from ancient man's
observation of the heavens, and represent the secrets
of cosmic proportion and alignment. The ancients
understood that the ripeness of the natural world is
the perfection of ratio and that the planetary
system--and time itself--is a creation of number. We
have forgotten what our ancestors once knew: that
numbers and their properties create the forms of the
world.

The Technology of God
The only globally-crowdsourced book on the future of
payments (“PayTech”), offering comprehensive
understanding of a rapidly evolving industry at the
centre of global commerce The movement of money
between individuals, organisations and governments
is crucial to the world economy. The payments
industry has undergone immense transformation –
new regulations, technologies and consumer
demands have prompted significant changes to the
tools, products and use cases in payments, as well as
presented lucrative opportunities for entrepreneurs
and FinTech professionals. As payment technologies
become faster and more efficient, companies and
investors are increasingly favouring PayTech
innovation due to better customer experience,
increased revenues and manageable risks. The
PAYTECH Book brings together a diverse collection of
industry experts to provide entrepreneurs, financial
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services professionals and investors with the answers
they need to capitalise on the highly profitable
PayTech market. Written by leaders in the global
FinTech and payment sectors, this informative volume
explains key industry developments and presents
valuable first-hand insights from prominent industry
practitioners. Contributors include advisors and
consultants to the payments and financial services
industry, entrepreneurs and business owners utilising
cutting-edge PayTech capabilities, academic
researchers exploring the social-political-economic
impact of PayTech and many others. Detailed
chapters cover essential topics such as cybersecurity,
regulation and compliance, wholesale payments and
how payment systems currently work and how
PayTech can improve them. This book: Defines
PayTech and identifies its key players Discusses how
PayTech can transform developed markets and
accelerate growth in emerging economies Describes
how PayTech fits into the larger FinTech ecosystem
Explores the future of PayTech and its potential as an
agent of social change and financial inclusion
Provides diverse perspectives on investment in
PayTech and what consolidation and expansion will
look like The PAYTECH Book: The Payment Technology
Handbook for Investors, Entrepreneurs and FinTech
Visionaries is an indispensable source of information
for FinTech investors and entrepreneurs, managers
from payments companies and financial services
firms and executives responsible for payments in
government, corporations, public sector
organisations, retailers and users of payments.
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Gods and Technology, The
Explores natural and man-made mysteries of the past
in the light of the latest technology. Includes the
Egyptian pyramids, the dinosaurs, and lost
civilizations.

Fingerprints of the Gods
This book takes us beyond Childress's previous books
This amazing book on an unusual voyage into the
world ancient flying vehicles, ancient legends of flight
and the mysterious power system of Atlantis. Taking
us from ancient texts in a centuries old library in India
(The Royal Baroda Library in Mysore India) to
diagrams of mercury vortex engines and power
broadcasting crystals of Atlantis, this will fascinate
and amaze! Richly illustrated, and packed with
evidence that Atlantis not only existed system more
sophisticated than ours of today. Topics: The
Ramayana and the amazing vimanas of ancient India;
Atlantis and its crystal power towers that broadcast
energy; Inventor Nikola Tesla's nearly identical
system of power transmission; How gyros with
electrified gas or liquids anti-gravity effect; Mercury
Proton Gyros and mercury vortex propulsion; The
Crystal Towers that broadcast energy to the lost
continent of Atlantis; How these incredible power
stations may still exist today; The Earth as a giant
power plant.

Nihilism and Technology
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In the tradition of The Anti-Gravity Handbook and the
Time-Travel Handbook comes this all-new compilation
of material on anti-gravity, free energy, flying saucers
and Tesla technology. With plenty of technical
drawings and explanations, this suppressed
technology will change the world in ways we can only
dream of. Chapters on anti-gravity mercury gyros, the
motionless electromagnet generator patent, the Tesla
pyramid engine, anti-gravity patents, rare photos of
the machines in flight, and tons more. The book that
finally blows the lid on suppressed technology and
anti-gravity! Heavily illustrated.

Ancient Technology in Peru and Bolivia
All over the world there are fantastic ruins and objects
that cannot be explained by conventional history,
archaeology or religion. In the ground-breaking
Chariots of the Gods, Erich von Daniken provides
answers to these questionswhy do religious texts
often refer to Gods who descend from fiery chariots?
Why do modern space launch sites look like
constructions on the plains of Nazca in Peru? Was God
an astronaut?By looking at human history and the
ruins of ancient civilisations with an open mind, Erich
von Daniken offers a new solution to these eternal
mysteries in Chariots of the Gods. Why, for instance,
do the world's sacred books describe Gods who came
down from the sky in fiery chariots and always
promised to return? How could an ancient Sanskrit
text contain an account which could only be of a
journey in an alien craft? Compare photographs of
American space centre launch sites to the
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constructions on the plains of Nazca in Peru. In order
to understand the mysteries which Erich von Daniken
has catalogued we must go back to these ancient
relics with an open mind. We must call in the
resources and experience of sciences other than
archaeology. Chariots of the Gods is a provocative
attempt to explain some of the universe's most
interesting mysteries.Erich von Daniken has spent a
lifetime gathering evidence to prove that, before the
dawn of recorded history, our ancestors were visited
by an alien race. Erich von Daniken was responsible
for popularising the ancient astronaut hypothesis of
human development. Orthodox historians have been
sceptical but a vast public have been drawn to his
ideas by instinctive interest and wonder. His 26 books
have sold over 60 million copies in over 40 languages.

Chariots of the Gods?
Could the story of mankind be far older than we have
previously believed? Using tools as varied as archaeoastronomy, geology, and computer analysis of ancient
myths, Graham Hancock presents a compelling case
to suggest that it is. “A fancy piece of historical
sleuthing . . . intriguing and entertaining and sturdy
enough to give a long pause for thought.”—Kirkus
Reviews In Fingerprints of the Gods, Hancock
embarks on a worldwide quest to put together all the
pieces of the vast and fascinating jigsaw of mankind’s
hidden past. In ancient monuments as far apart as
Egypt’s Great Sphinx, the strange Andean ruins of
Tihuanaco, and Mexico’s awe-inspiring Temples of the
Sun and Moon, he reveals not only the clear
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fingerprints of an as-yet-unidentified civilization of
remote antiquity, but also startling evidence of its
vast sophistication, technological advancement, and
evolved scientific knowledge. A record-breaking
number one bestseller in Britain, Fingerprints of the
Gods contains the makings of an intellectual
revolution, a dramatic and irreversible change in the
way that we understand our past—and so our future.
And Fingerprints of God tells us something more. As
we recover the truth about prehistory, and discover
the real meaning of ancient myths and monuments, it
becomes apparent that a warning has been handed
down to us, a warning of terrible cataclysm that
afflicts the Earth in great cycles at irregular intervals
of time—a cataclysm that may be about to recur.
“Readers will hugely enjoy their quest in these pages
of inspired storytelling.”—The Times (UK)

The Death of the Gods
Published in 1904 The Food of the Gods is a forgotten
H.G. Wells classic; it is sci-fi and dystopia at its best
written by the creator and master of the genre.
Following extensive research in the field of
?growthOCO, Mr Bensington and Professor Redwood
light upon a new mysterious element, a food that
causes greatly accelerated development. Initially
christening their discovery ?The Food of the
GodsOCO, the two scientists are overwhelmed by the
possible ramifications of their creation. With Aunt Jane
refusing to give house room to their experiments, Mr
Besington is forced to take his laboratory out into the
wide world, and chooses a farm at Hickleybrow in
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Kent that offers him the chance to test his new
substance on chickens, which duly grow monstrous,
six or seven times their usual size. With the farmer,
Mr Skinner, failing to contain the spread of the Food,
chaos soon reigns as reports come in of the local
populationOCOs encounter with monstrous wasps,
earwigs and rats. When the chickens escape, they
leave carnage in their wake. Keen not to be outdone,
the Skinners and Redwoods have both been feeding
their children the compound illicitly ? their eventual
offspring will constitute a new age of giants. Public
opinion rapidly turns against the scientists and
society as a whole rebels against the worldOCOs new
flora and fauna. Daily life has changed shockingly and
now politicians are involved, trying to stamp out the
Food of the Gods and the giant race. Comic and at
times surprisingly touching and tragic, WellsOCO
story is a cautionary tale warning against the rampant
advances of science but also of the dangers of greed
and political infighting and shameless vote-seeking."

Philosophy in a Technological World
A Business Week, New York Times Business, and USA
Today Bestseller "Ambitious and readable . . . an
engaging introduction to the oddsmakers, whom
Bernstein regards as true humanists helping to
release mankind from the choke holds of superstition
and fatalism." —The New York Times "An
extraordinarily entertaining and informative book."
—The Wall Street Journal "A lively panoramic book . . .
Against the Gods sets up an ambitious premise and
then delivers on it." —Business Week "Deserves to be,
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and surely will be, widely read." —The Economist "[A]
challenging book, one that may change forever the
way people think about the world." —Worth "No one
else could have written a book of such central
importance with so much charm and excitement."
—Robert Heilbroner author, The Worldly Philosophers
"With his wonderful knowledge of the history and
current manifestations of risk, Peter Bernstein brings
us Against the Gods. Nothing like it will come out of
the financial world this year or ever. I speak carefully:
no one should miss it." —John Kenneth Galbraith
Professor of Economics Emeritus, Harvard University
In this unique exploration of the role of risk in our
society, Peter Bernstein argues that the notion of
bringing risk under control is one of the central ideas
that distinguishes modern times from the distant
past. Against the Gods chronicles the remarkable
intellectual adventure that liberated humanity from
oracles and soothsayers by means of the powerful
tools of risk management that are available to us
today. "An extremely readable history of risk."
—Barron's "Fascinating . . . this challenging volume
will help you understand the uncertainties that every
investor must face." —Money "A singular
achievement." —Times Literary Supplement "There's
a growing market for savants who can render the
recondite intelligibly-witness Stephen Jay Gould
(natural history), Oliver Sacks (disease), Richard
Dawkins (heredity), James Gleick (physics), Paul
Krugman (economics)-and Bernstein would mingle
well in their company." —The Australian

Haiti, History, and the Gods
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What did the Romans know about their gods? Why did
they perform the rituals of their religion, & what
motivated them to change those rituals? Clifford Ando
explores the answers to these questions, pursuing a
variety of themes essential to the study of religion in
history.

Technology of Gods and Devils Vol. 1
This book brings together the philosophies of
technology and nihilism to investigate how we use
technologies, from Netflix and Fitbit to Twitter and
Google. It diagnoses how technologies are nihilistic
and how our nihilism has become technological.

Technology of the Gods
**Winner of the Transmission Prize 2019** THE OLD
GODS ARE DYING. Giant corporations collapse
overnight. Newspapers are being swallowed. Stock
prices plummet with a tweet. NEW IDOLS ARE RISING
IN THEIR PLACE. More crime now happens online than
offline. Facebook has grown bigger than any state,
bots battle elections, coders write policy, and
algorithms shape our lives in more ways than we can
imagine. The Death of the Godsis an exploration of
power in the digital age, and a journey in search of
the new centres of control. From a cyber-crime raid in
British suburbia to the engine rooms of Silicon Valley,
pioneering technology researcher Carl Miller traces
how power is being transformed, fought over, lost and
won. 'A timely and incisive book that grapples with
some of the most significant issues of our time.' Wired
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'Uncovers the fascinating and often hidden characters
that are changing the world. Essential reading.' Jamie
Bartlett, author of The People vs Tech 'A magisterial
guide to the impact of the digital revolution on our
institutions and our lives.' Anthony Giddens

The Invention of God
An instant bestseller when first published in
1929—biographies of twelve bold individuals from
history and what they did to separate themselves
from the pack. In his trademark journalist style,
author William Bolitho details the lives of twelve great
adventurers—Alexander the Great, Casanova,
Christopher Columbus, Mahomet, Lola Montez,
Cagliostro (and Seraphina), Charles XII of Sweden,
Napoleon I, Lucius Sergius Catiline, Napoleon III,
Isadora Duncan, and Woodrow Wilson. Bolitho
elucidates both the struggles and successes that
made these figures so iconic, and demonstrates how
they all battled convention and conformity to achieve
enduring fame and notoriety. “We are born
adventurers,” Bolitho writes, “and the love of
adventures never leaves us till we are very old; old,
timid men, in whose interest it is that adventure
should quite die out. This is why all the poets are on
one side, and all the laws on the other; for laws are
made by, and usually for, old men.” Though his
essays are nearly one hundred years old, they
encompass the timeless values of perseverance,
bravery, and strength of spirit that have proven to
resonate with the pioneers and thought leaders of
today. “It’s really quite good.” —Elon Musk “Twelve
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Against the Gods provides an interesting perspective
on what drove and impeded this group of adventurers
. . . A good read for anyone who’s interested in history
or looking to find some motivation to switch things up
and break the rules.” —Áine Cain, Business Insider “I
think Twelve Against the Gods is also very
appropriate for this day and age. We need
adventurers, and there still are a lot of adventurers.”
—China Ryall, daughter of William Bolitho

The Time Travel Handbook
Graham Hancock's multi-million bestseller
Fingerprints of the Gods remains an astonishing,
deeply controversial, wide-ranging investigation of
the mysteries of our past and the evidence for Earth's
lost civilization. Twenty years on, Hancock returned
with the sequel to his seminal work filled with
completely new, scientific and archaeological
evidence, which has only recently come to light. On
the heels of the very successful hardcover edition,
Hancock returns with this paperback version including
two chapters brimming with recent reporting of fresh
scientific advances (ranging from DNA to
astrophysics) that substantially support the case.
Near the end of the last Ice Age 12,800 years ago, a
giant comet that had entered the solar system from
deep space thousands of years earlier, broke into
multiple fragments. Some of these struck the Earth
causing a global cataclysm on a scale unseen since
the extinction of the dinosaurs. At least eight of the
fragments hit the North American ice cap, while
further fragments hit the northern European ice cap.
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The impacts, from comet fragments a mile wide
approaching at more than 60,000 miles an hour,
generated huge amounts of heat which instantly
liquidized millions of square kilometers of ice,
destabilizing the Earth's crust and causing the global
Deluge that is remembered in myths all around the
world. A second series of impacts, equally
devastating, causing further cataclysmic flooding,
occurred 11,600 years ago, the exact date that Plato
gives for the destruction and submergence of Atlantis.
The evidence revealed in this book shows beyond
reasonable doubt that an advanced civilization that
flourished during the Ice Age was destroyed in the
global cataclysms between 12,800 and 11,600 years
ago. But there were survivors - known to later
cultures by names such as 'the Sages', 'the
Magicians', 'the Shining Ones', and 'the Mystery
Teachers of Heaven'. They travelled the world in their
great ships doing all in their power to keep the spark
of civilization burning. They settled at key locations Gobekli Tepe in Turkey, Baalbek in the Lebanon, Giza
in Egypt, ancient Sumer, Mexico, Peru and across the
Pacific where a huge pyramid has recently been
discovered in Indonesia. Everywhere they went these
'Magicians of the Gods' brought with them the
memory of a time when mankind had fallen out of
harmony with the universe and paid a heavy price. A
memory and a warning to the future For the comet
that wrought such destruction between 12,800 and
11,600 years may not be done with us yet.
Astronomers believe that a 20-mile wide 'dark'
fragment of the original giant comet remains hidden
within its debris stream and threatens the Earth. An
astronomical message encoded at Gobekli Tepe, and
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in the Sphinx and the pyramids of Egypt,warns that
the 'Great Return' will occur in our time

The Matter of the Gods
The extraordinary epic novel from storytelling genius
and international bestseller Neil Gaiman. Now brought
vividly to life for TV in the highly acclaimed, Emmynominated Amazon Prime video seriesstarring Ricky
Whittle, Ian McShane and Emily Browning. For fans of
Good Omens and His Dark Materials. 'Gaiman is a
treasure-house of story and we are lucky to have him'
Stephen King After three years in prison, Shadow has
served his time. But as the days and hours until his
release tick away, he can feel a storm brewing. Two
days before his release date, his wife Laura dies in a
mysterious car crash, in adulterous circumstances.
Dazed, Shadow travels home, only to encounter the
bizarre Mr Wednesday, who claims to be a refugee
from a distant war, a former god and the king of
America. Together they embark on a very strange
journey across the States, along the way solving the
murders which have occurred every winter in one
small American town. But the storm is about to break
. . . Disturbing, gripping and profoundly strange,
Gaiman's epic novel sees him on the road to the heart
of America.

Secular Nations under New Gods
Philosophy has come to seem like a specialist interest
with little or no influence on our lives. On the
contrary, argues James Tartaglia, it was the
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philosophy of materialism which taught us to turn
from the gods to seek practical assistance from the
titans, thereby reversing the moral of an ancient
Greek myth to inspire the building of today's
technological world. As the largely unreflected beliefsystem it has now become, materialism continues to
steer the direction of technological development,
while making us think this direction is inevitable. By
drawing on neglected idealist traditions of philosophy,
Tartaglia argues for a new way of looking at reality
which asserts our freedom to choose, reaffirms and
builds upon our ordinary, everyday understanding,
and motivates us to convert technological innovation
into a process driven by public rationality and
consent. With discussions ranging from
consciousness, determinism and personal identity, to
post-truth culture, ego-death and video games, this
clear and accessible book will be of wide interest.

Atlantis & the Power System of the Gods
"The scholarship exhibited here is not only superior; it
is in many ways staggering. The author's control of an
astonishing range of primary and secondary texts
from many languages, eras, and disciplines is aweinspiring. This is a learned, original, and important
work."—Robert Goldman, Sanskrit and India Studies,
University of California, Berkeley

Valley of the Gods
Discusses the theories of time travel and teleportation
and examines actual experiments, the claims of timePage 16/31
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traveling individuals, and patents for time travel and
teleportation devices

The Anti-Gravity Files
David Hatcher Childress, popular Lost Cities author
and star of the History Channel’s long-running show
Ancient Aliens, takes us to the mysterious ruins in the
mountains of Peru and Bolivia in search of ancient
technology and the secrets of megalith building. In his
new book, packed with photos and diagrams,
Childress examines the amazing stonecutting at Puma
Punku, a site neighboring the ancient ruins of
Tiwanaku near Lake Titicaca in Bolivia. He looks at
whether the so-called “Inca walls”-found in Cuzco and
at other sites such as Sacsayhuaman, Ollantaytambo
and Machu Picchu-were really made by the Incas. The
evidence seems to support the idea that they were
actually constructed by a far older culture. Childress
examines the megalithic construction and
underground chambers of Chavin in the Cordillera
Blanca of Peru, possibly the oldest megalithic site in
South America. He also speculates on the existence of
a sunken city in Lake Titicaca and reveals new
evidence that the Sumerians may have arrived in
South America over 4,000 years ago. Childress
demonstrates that the use of “keystone cuts” with
metal clamps poured into them to secure megalithic
construction was an advanced technology used all
over the world, from the Andes to Egypt, Greece and
Southeast Asia. He maintains that only power tools
could have made the intricate articulation and drill
holes found in extremely hard granite and basalt
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blocks in Bolivia and Peru, and that the megalith
builders had to have had advanced methods for
moving and stacking gigantic blocks of stone, some
weighing over 100 tons. The incredible high-tech
world of South America is illuminated in the
informative and breezy style for which Childress has
always been known. Chapters in the book include:
The Lost World of South America; The Enigma of
Ancient Technology; Ancient Technology at Tiwanaku
and Puma Punku; The Sumerian Mining Complex at
Tiwanaku; Mysteries of Lake Titicaca and the Towers;
Ancient Technology in Cuzco; The Megaliths of
Ollantaytambo; Did the Incas Build Machu Picchu?;
and more!

Twelve Against the Gods
Ever since Max Weber's study of the role
Protestantism played in our civilization, the role of
Christianity in our world has been much debated. This
work is addressed to those interested in a return to
the Biblical message as opposed to what
institutionalized Christianity has made of it.

The Anti-Gravity Handbook
The new expanded compilation of material on AntiGravity, Free Energy, Flying Saucer Propulsion, UFOs,
Suppressed Technology, NASA Cover-ups and more.
Highly illustrated with patents, technical illustrations
and photos. This revised and expanded edition has
more material, including photos of Area 51, Nevada,
the government’s secret testing facility. This classic
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on weird science is back in a new edition! Includes:
How to build a flying saucer; Arthur C. Clarke on AntiGravity; Crystals and their role in levitation; Secret
government research and development; Nikola Tesla
on how anti-gravity airships could draw power from
the atmosphere; Bruce Cathie’s Anti-Gravity Equation;
NASA, the Moon and Anti-Gravity; The mysterious
technology used by the ancient Hindus of the Rama
Empire; The Rand Corporation’s 1956 study on
Gravity Control; T. Townsend Brown’s electro-gravity
experiments; How equations exist for electro-gravity
and magneto-gravity; Tons of patents, schematics,
photos, cartoons and other illustrations! •How to build
a flying saucer. •Arthur C. Clarke on Anti-Gravity.
•Crystals and their role in levitation. •Secret
government research and development. •Nikola Tesla
on how anti-gravity airships could draw power from
the atmosphere. •Bruce Cathie’s Anti-Gravity
Equation. •NASA, the Moon and Anti-Gravity. •The
mysterious technology used by the ancient Hindus of
the Rama Empire. •The Rand Corporation’s 1956
study on Gravity Control. •T.Townsend Brown’s
electro-gravity experiments. •How equations exist for
electro-gravity and magneto-gravity. •Tons of
patents, schematics, photos, cartoons and other
illustrations!

Magicians of the Gods
Twelve-year-old Chloe Ashton is an only child living in
the remote wilderness of Oregon. She spends her
days happily exploring the forests around her home,
and is astonished to find the animals seem to know
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her, to follow her, and even try to speak to her. When
a family tragedy results in Chloe's abduction and sale
to the vagabonds, she is taken deeper into the woods,
and finds out just how much the animals know. Set at
a time when technology is first touching the west,
there is an evil rising in the land. The country is under
attack, and all creatures, man and beast, must hide.
The old legends speak of an ancient, natural magic
deep within the mountains and rivers, and as Chloe
struggles to survive, she finds that it still exists deep
within the forests. Friendship can be found even in
the darkest of places, and it doesn't always come in
human form. Bridge of the Gods is a novel for all ages
about the magical power of nature, and of finding
friendship in the darkest of places.

The Language of the Gods in the World
of Men
Reprint. Originally published: Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1995.

Gods and Robots
In this story, our Main Character gets reincarnated
into different Universe. He mysteriously gets a
technology which is used by Gods and the Devils. He
uses this technology and ascends the Heavens. Our
Main character in his age of 14 has an Immortal wife
of 1000 years of age and a kid of age 4.

American Gods
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Atlantis! The legendary lost continent comes under
the close scrutiny of archaeologist David Hatcher
Childress. From Ireland to Turkey, Morocco to Eastern
Europe, or remote islands of the Mediterranean and
Atlantic, Childress takes the reader on an astonishing
quest for mankind's past. Ancient technology,
cataclysms, megalithic construction, lost civilisations,
and devastating wars of the past are all explored in
this amazing book. Childress challenges the sceptics
and proves that great civilisations not only existed in
the past but that the modern world and its problems
are reflections of the ancient world of Atlantis.

The Gods Never Left Us
This interdisciplinary volume explores how two
domains of human experience and action-religion and
technology-are implicated in one another. Combining
rich historical and ethnographic detail with extended
theoretical reflection, Deus in Machina challenges
longstanding assumptions about religion and/as
technology and outlines new directions of inquiry at
the crossroads of religious studies, science and
technology studies, communication studies, history,
anthropology, and philosophy.

History Is Wrong
The author takes a look at the Voynich manuscript,
the Book of Enoch, a lost subterranean labyrinth in
Ecuador, and the mysterious lines in the desert of
Nazca.
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Lost Cities of Atlantis, Ancient Europe &
the Mediterranean
A visual tour of the evidence for ancient astronauts in
Mesoamerica • Includes more than 200 full-color
photographs from the author’s personal archives •
Details the astronaut technology--helmets, tanks,
hoses, keyboards, rockets--clearly illustrated in stone
carvings and statues from Mesoamerican sites such
as Palenque, Chichén Itzá, and Teotihuacán in Mexico
and Tikal in Guatemala • Explores the similarities of
Maya pyramids with those at Kanchipuram in South
India Sharing more than 200 never-before-published
full-color photographs from his personal archives,
bestselling author Erich von Däniken provides clear
evidence of ancient alien contact and technology
among the archaeological sites of the Maya as well as
other ancient cultures, such as the Aztecs and the
Hindus. He reveals how the “gods” immortalized in
Maya sculptures, carved reliefs, and myth were not
supernatural beings but technologically advanced
visitors, astronauts who gifted the Maya with their
sophisticated understanding of calendar time and
cosmology. He explains how, with no explanation for
their technologies and origins, the Maya interpreted
the visitors as divine and, thus, the “gods” were born.
Examining stone carvings and statues from many
Mesoamerican sites such as Palenque, Chichén Itzá,
and Teotihuacán in Mexico and Tikal in Guatemala,
von Däniken reveals the astronaut
technology--helmets, tanks, hoses, keyboards,
rockets--clearly illustrated in these ancient depictions
of the gods. He explores the similarities of Plato’s
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writings with the Chilam Balam books of Mexico and
compares “ancient alien” features in myths around
the world, paralleling how mercury is mentioned as a
fuel ingredient of flying machines in ancient India with
the discovery of mercury at Copán, Palenque, and
Teotihuacán as well as in the grave of a Chinese
emperor and two Egyptian graves on Nabta Playa.
Illustrating the similarities of Mayan step pyramids
with those of Kanchipuram in South India, the author
explains how Mayan pyramids are crowned with a
small temple, residence, or landing field of the gods,
while the pyramids of South India are topped with a
Vimana, a “godly” flying vehicle. Offering visual proof
of the ancient world’s contact with advanced alien
visitors they recorded as gods and teachers, von
Däniken also raises the question of the “heavenly”
origins of royal families and dynasties in
Mesoamerica, Egypt, and beyond, revealing how the
Mayan kings of Palenque and the pharaohs of Egypt
may be descendants of the “gods.”

Against the Gods
New interpretations of ancient writings, the discovery
of hidden chambers in Egypt, and other findings
provide evidence of extraterrestrial contact with the
ancient cultures of Earth

You Matter to God
An analysis of Heidegger’s philosophy of technology.

The Matrix of Creation
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Who invented God? When, why, and where? Thomas
Römer seeks to answer these enigmatic questions
about the deity of the great monotheisms—Yhwh,
God, or Allah—by tracing Israelite beliefs and their
context from the Bronze Age to the end of the Old
Testament period in the third century BCE, in a
masterpiece of detective work and exposition.

Lost Technologies of Ancient Egypt
Our origins as a slave species and the Anunnaki
legacy in our DNA • Reveals compelling new
archaeological and genetic evidence for the
engineered origins of the human species, first
proposed by Zecharia Sitchin in The 12th Planet •
Shows how the Anunnaki created us using pieces of
their own DNA, controlling our physical and mental
capabilities by inactivating their more advanced DNA
• Identifies a recently discovered complex of
sophisticated ruins in South Africa as the city of the
Anunnaki leader Enki Scholars have long believed that
the first civilization on Earth emerged in Sumer some
6,000 years ago. However, as Michael Tellinger
reveals, the Sumerians and Egyptians inherited their
knowledge from an earlier civilization that lived at the
southern tip of Africa and began with the arrival of the
Anunnaki more than 200,000 years ago. Sent to Earth
in search of life-saving gold, these ancient Anunnaki
astronauts from the planet Nibiru created the first
humans as a slave race to mine gold--thus beginning
our global traditions of gold obsession, slavery, and
god as dominating master. Revealing new
archaeological and genetic evidence in support of
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Zecharia Sitchin’s revolutionary work with pre-biblical
clay tablets, Tellinger shows how the Anunnaki
created us using pieces of their own DNA, controlling
our physical and mental capabilities by inactivating
their more advanced DNA--which explains why less
than 3 percent of our DNA is active. He identifies a
recently discovered complex of sophisticated ruins in
South Africa, complete with thousands of mines, as
the city of Anunnaki leader Enki and explains their
lost technologies that used the power of sound as a
source of energy. Matching key mythologies of the
world’s religions to the Sumerian clay tablet stories on
which they are based, he details the actual events
behind these tales of direct physical interactions with
“god,” concluding with the epic flood--a perennial
theme of ancient myth--that wiped out the Anunnaki
mining operations. Tellinger shows that, as humanity
awakens to the truth about our origins, we can
overcome our programmed animalistic and slave-like
nature, tap in to our dormant Anunnaki DNA, and
realize the longevity and intelligence of our creators
as well as learn the difference between the gods of
myth and the true loving God of our universe.

Bridge of the Gods
A unique study of the engineering and tools used to
create Egyptian monuments • Presents a stone-bystone analysis of key Egyptian monuments, including
the statues of Ramses II and the tunnels of the
Serapeum • Reveals that highly refined tools and
mega-machines were used in ancient Egypt From the
pyramids in the north to the temples in the south,
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ancient artisans left their marks all over Egypt, unique
marks that reveal craftsmanship we would be hard
pressed to duplicate today. Drawing together the
results of more than 30 years of research and nine
field study journeys to Egypt, Christopher Dunn
presents a stunning stone-by-stone analysis of key
Egyptian monuments, including the statue of Ramses
II at Luxor and the fallen crowns that lay at its feet.
His modern-day engineering expertise provides a
unique view into the sophisticated technology used to
create these famous monuments in prehistoric times.
Using modern digital photography, computer-aided
design software, and metrology instruments, Dunn
exposes the extreme precision of these monuments
and the type of advanced manufacturing expertise
necessary to produce them. His computer analysis of
the statues of Ramses II reveals that the left and right
sides of the faces are precise mirror images of each
other, and his examination of the mysterious
underground tunnels of the Serapeum illuminates the
finest examples of precision engineering on the
planet. Providing never-before-seen evidence in the
form of more than 280 photographs, Dunn’s research
shows that while absent from the archaeological
record, highly refined tools, techniques, and even
mega-machines must have been used in ancient
Egypt.

The Eyes of the Sphinx
According to early Sanskrit texts the ancients had
several types of airships called vimanas. Like aircraft
of today, vimanas were used to fly through the air
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from city to city; to conduct aerial surveys of
uncharted lands; and as delivery vehicles for
awesome weapons. David Hatcher Childress, popular
Lost Cities author and star of the History Channel’s
long-running show Ancient Aliens, takes us on an
astounding investigation into tales of ancient flying
machines. In his new book, packed with photos and
diagrams, he consults ancient texts and modern
stories and presents astonishing evidence that
aircraft, similar to the ones we use today, were used
thousands of years ago in India, Sumeria, China and
other countries. This means that these ancient
civilizations had advanced metal technology,
electricity and the engineering knowledge of flight
many thousands of years before our own era of flight
technology. Childress discusses ancient UFO
sightings, the fascinating lore of ancient flight and the
technology allegedly used in the flying machines of
the ancients.

Slave Species of the Gods
The Technology of God is a science fiction
metaphysical thriller, based on the real life theory of
award-winning physicist Nassim Haramein. This
unification theory is rocking the world of science and
religion as it offers a complete scientific
understanding of both the physical and spiritual
expressions of creation. Aleya Annaton, Emissary of
Haramein's Resonance Project Foundation, has
masterfully woven the elements of this profound new
understanding of our universe into a thrilling romantic
adventure. The story is set in a near future America,
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controlled by an extreme fundamentalist religious
faction that has taken over the government. Physicist
Dr. Alex Harmon, along with his colleague and lover,
the beautiful Sydney Stewart, are seeking a theory
that would unlock the secrets of creation a forbidden
subject under the new religious law. Believing the
physics of space-time was encoded into the world's
religious traditions, they set out to decipher clues
passed down in manuscripts, secret societies, and
monuments around the world. When they discover
the universe works in ways contrary to mainstream
science as well as the prevailing religious doctrine,
they are thrust into the crosshairs of the tyrannical
leader of the new religious state. As they set out to
build a technology to access a mysterious realm they
believe underlies all of physical creation, they must
negotiate a world of political intrigue, ancient
initiation, love, betrayal and contact with Beings from
other worlds. What they find at the end of their quest
is no less than the answers to the most intriguing
questions man has pondered since he first gazed at
the stars.

Changing Gods in Medieval China,
1127-1276
"A Wall Street Journal columnist for "Weekend
Confidential" explores the hubris and ambition of
Silicon Valley innovators who are changing the world,
tracing the stories of three upstarts who left
promising college educations in favor of developing
billion-dollar ideas"--NoveList.
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Vimana
Traces the story of how ancient cultures envisioned
artificial life, automata, self-moving devices and
human enhancements, sharing insights into how the
mythologies of the past related to and shaped ancient
machine innovations.

The PayTech Book
"The long awaited sequel to the worldwide best-seller
Chariots of the gods."

Astronaut Gods of the Maya
In his clear and accessible signature style, Derek
Prince employs his extraordinary understanding of
Scripture to lay out the depth of Jesus's great love for
individuals and to help them discover their worth.
Using powerful biblical teachings on the parables of
the Hidden Treasure and the Pearl of Great Price,
Prince helps free readers from guilt, insecurity, fear,
and shame, in order to help them realize how
incredibly loved they are.
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